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ABSTRACT
This paper traces the chronology of the Department of
Problem Statement:
Defense's recognition of and degree of adaptation to the trend toward intermodalism (containerization) in the commercial maritime industry, as it bears
on the sustainment of deployed combat forces. It cites and assesses DOD and
service policy guidance and oversight mechanisms, doctrinal and hardware
development, and operational planning. The paper documents the researchers'
original contention that the DOD has insufficiently accommodated to the
"container revolution."
Findings/Conclusions:
The paucity of U.S. Navy amphibious shipping and Military Sealift
1.
Command cargo-carrying capacity has created an enormous dependence on
commercial bottoms for the sustainment of deployed combat forces in protracted
conflict.
2.
In the last two decades, the commercial cargo fleet, in the interest
of profitability, has been transformed by large, swift, economically-efficient
container ships, as smaller but militarily more flexible breakbulk ships have
been retired.
3.
The Department of Defense formulated policy and organizational mecha-

)

nisms for adaptation to the trend toward containerism a decade ago, since
lwnich time departmental and service efforts have become increasingly
decentralized, fragmented, and, hence, less effective. Efforts seem to have
languished for lack of a coordinated stimulus and enforcement mecnanism.
Recommendations:
1.
The Department of Defense should, through the Intermodal Steering
Group, or a similar structure, reassert more positive control of the
containerization effort.
2.
Service funding requirements should be explicity identified and
subsequently allocated, using a DOD "fenced" program if required.
3.
Innovative approaches for the exploitation of containers and
container dimensions should be pursued vigorously, with as much interaction
with the coumercial snipping industry as possible.
4.
All future command post exercises should include mobility and
sustainment criteria in order to highlignt and solve tnose problems associated
with deployment and maintenance of a deployed fighting force.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMY
i !
.Dt

This study offers a current snapshot of containerization within the
ueatment of Defense as it bears on surface strategic mobility.

Areas addressed include policy, current development, selected issues
of concern and innovations. Specifically addressed are sealift and overthe-shore problems. Airlift and land container-related systems are not
,included.,-,

,

i'--Initial

assumptions concerning DOD capabilities to utilize intermodal

transport proved accurate. Though much has been done and far more has been
upo
studied and discussed, the services are presently incapable of utilizing
containerization to its full potential.
4
!!

The study surfaces a number of conclusions which can be summarized as
follows:

i
if!

1. The drastic reduction in U.S. Navy and Military Sealift Command
cargo carrying capability has created an enormous dependence on civilian
shipping.
2. The shipping industry today is overwhelmingly committed to
containerization.
3. The preponderance of cargo required to support our forces in any
conflict will have to go by sea.

•
S4.

Current emphasis within DOD and the individual services uo

Tcontainerization is inadequate.

light of
eIn
the above conclusions, this study offers the following
recommendations:
to.
That DOD develop, through

he Jointitermodal Steering Group or

some similar structure, positive control of intermodal transport to enhance
coordination, reduce cost and, if necessary, force interservice cooperation.
st
2. That innovative approaches for the DOD's use and procurement of
containers be developed. Approaches should be developed in concert with
the civilian sector to the extent possible.
V

-3.

%

That all future mobilization exercises include mobility and
sustainment criteria in order to highlight and solve those problems

~associated
2.

with deployment and maintenance of a fighting force.

That sufficient funding bodaiovewm

l bringingte to

advantages of containerization to the military environment.
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Chapter I
.IN.CTION

4.

The protection of United States and alliedAinterests dictates te
......

to have sufficientcapability to rapidly deploy and sustain combat

forces throughout the world.

The Soviets' incursion into Afghanistan in 1979 precipitated creation of
the U.S. 's Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (now Central Command), with
concomitant strategic mobility dilemmas inherent in a range of Southwest
Asia-Indian Ocean scenarios.

Introduction of the Near-term Prepositioning

Force (NTPF), sea-going warehouses in the vicinity of Diego Garcia, offers
short-term supply support for joint operations in this theater.

It does not,

nor was it intended to, provide for sustainment of our committed forces in a
protracted conflict. The issue of identification and exploitation of surface
strategic mobility assets.for combat resupply in this theater is one of
immediate concern within the Department of Defense. The resupply issue, in a
broader context, has assuzmed greater urgency with the significant
reorientation of our national security strategy by the present administration.
The current administration's espousal of a global, forward-deployed
*.

strategy, with its inherent potential for protracted conventional war, has
given the issue of combat resupply by surface strategic means a global
perspective.
.

alli

In the global context, then, the protection of our, and O

security interes4 -.
learly our ability to prevail in combat, dictates

the necessity to have sufficient sea-going capability to rapidly deploy and
sustain combat forces throughout the world.
1%,
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The issue of combat resu,-pply by surface means cannotfe addressed without
.

first recognizing the quantitative inadequacy of Navy, Military Sealift Command
ships to perform this task on a large scale.

Second, one must

recognize that, in the last two decades)containerization and inter-modal
transportation systems have revolutionized the movement of material.

The U.S.

commercial fleet, by necessity the source of strategic mobility for combat
resupply, has been transformed by the dominance of container vessels and the
relative demise of less economically efficient, but more militarily versatile
breakbulk ships.
Presently, it appears that the Department of Defense has not fully
adjusted to the container revolution which poses potentially severe problems
for the deployment and sustainment of combat forces.
This paper traces the chronology of events in the Department of Defense's
attempt to adjust to the container revolution.

It attemps to assess the

adequacy of DOD policy guidance and oversight in the exploitation of
containerization. Further, it describes the individual service's efforts to
integrate containerization into doctrinal development, operational planning
and system acquisition.

Selected containerization issues identified as being

S.unresolved, are addressed in the context of tine students' research and
military judgment, and recommendations are proposed.
applications and ideas are also offered.

Innovative container
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Chapter II
L'

I.DOD

CONTAI

%EIZATICN
.POLICY

This chapter acknowledges the Department of Defense's recognition of its
dependence on the U.S. commercial fleet as the major contributor to surface
strategic mobility.

It documents the department's efforts to adjust to the

significant, economically-driven transformation of the civilian fleet from
breakbulk to container ships.

Further, it traces the chronology of

departmental containerization policy and guideance issuance, while describing
the apparatus for the oversight of policy implementation.
The current administration's national security strategy restores to
pre-eminence the likelihood of a protracted, global, conventional conflict.
The consequent Lpact on surface strategic mobility for the sustainment of our
A

theater combat forces, the thrust of this paper, is profound.
Today, over 90% of the wrld's dry cargo is borne by maritime fleets

* .characterized

4.,

generally by a growing number of large, swift, economically

efficient container ships, and a dwindling number of smaller, less profitable
but militarily more flexible breakbulk vessels.

.. :4

"Currently, over half of the

dry cargo capability of the U.S. merchant fleet resides in containerships.
Arguments regarding the comparative merits of breakbulk ships aside, the
nation cannot afford to ignore the military potential of that much sealift."1

Eighty (30) percent of our peacetime defense cargo, excluding

aircraft and armunition,
r-1%

oves overseas in containers.

or greater amount of warti;e sustaLnmenr requirements will be transportedi by
sea container is above argi-7ent.

a•e3
-5.

* ."

To say that an equal

-.-

A

The
-- Deparltent of Defense would, if given the option, effect maritime
resupply with a large number of small breakbulk ships of proven military
utility, augmented by a lesser number of swift roll-on/roll-off (RO/RO) ships
for outsized cargo.2

Despite DOD efforts to acquire retiring breakbulk

ships for the National Defense Reserve Fleet (NDRF) and the

TAKR fast logistic RO/R3 ships, aggregate num~bers of availi
types are totally inadequate for a major wartime resupply

Pisition of

ships of these
-t.3 The DOD

recognized this inadequacy a decade ago, and accepted the inevitability of
C
relying heavily on commercial intermodal /ontainer)
carriers for sustainment

during hostilities.
The metamorphasis of tIe surface transportation industry, beginning in the
early 1970's into an intermodal system of truck, rail and sealift-compatible
containers confronted the DOD with policy, organizational, doctrinal and
technical dilemmas. The department recognized that it had no recourse but to
assume the lead in establishing policies that would require the services and
defense agencies to consider containerization in doctrinal development,
operational planning and system acquisition.
A Joint Logistics Review Board was chartered to assess, among other
things, the evolving revolution in surface transportation.

A concise

chronology of the evolution of containerization management is found in the
introduction of the DOD "Project Master Plan For A Container-Oriented

'I

Distribution System" (draft):
"The Deputy Secretary of Defense initiate action in 1971 that
designated the Army as the Ececutive .gent for Depar-tent of Defense for
Surface Container Supported Distribution Syst.m development. System
development was vested in a DOD Project Manager (PM CS) with a Joint Container

...

.

Steering Group (JCSG) appointed by and under t-he broad policy guidance of the
Logistics Systems Policy Committee (LSPC) to coordinate the PM's efforts. In
late 1971, the Assistant Secretary of Defense, (Installations and Logistics)
(ASD(I&L) requested JCSG to terminate the DCD PM CS charter by the end of FY
74. The charter was terminated on June 30, 1975, with project development
responsibilities delegated to the Military Services, and with the JCSG
assuming a stronger container system management role.

*

To assist the JCSG in its role, teTIporary arrangements were made to
establish a full-time Container Systems Standarizarion/Coordination Group
(CSS/CG) under the working direction of the OASD(I&L) member as the Chair,
JSCG. With the termination of LSPC on June 30, 1976, the ASD(I&L) assumed
responsibility for coordinating and providing guidance for DOD container
system development through the JCSG. In July 1976, the ASD(I&L) approved the
permanent establishment of the CSS/CG within OASD(I&L)
On July 3, 1979 the principal members of the JCSG agreed to change
the name of the JCSG and the CSS/CG tO Joint Intermodal Steering Group (JISG)
and intermdal Coordinatg Group (ICG), respectively. This change wuld
appropriately reflect an expanded role of each activity concerning the total
realm of intermodality.
As container syste.-rs development progressed to a mature stage within
the Services, the principal members of the JISG agreed on M-.y 13, 1980, to
additional changes in program development relationships, as follows: (a)
continue to meet but on a less frequent basis; (b) address intet~modal issues
cco.r-n to all Services and respond to service container-related tasks through
the Secretaries of the Military Departments; (c) monitor progress of functions
assigned to the Services under the DOD Project Master Plan; (d) establish a
DOD Intermodal Systems Program Coordinator; and (e) disband the ICG." 4
On July 30, 1981, diffuse defense guidance on the many facets of
Scontainerization and transportability engineering I.O&5 consolidated in DOD
Directive 4540.6, Intermdal Systems Development.

This directive issued

explicit policy for
A.
"ianagement and effective development of an intermcdal
*

.-.
'

sy stem within the Departent of Defense and betwen the military departvnts

*

and defense agencies."

5

Further, it established the membership, functions

and responsibilities of the Joint intermodal Steering Group (JISG).
Briefly s:ated, the cur:ent DOD policy on containerization charges DOD
components with develoomental Lr.lementation of a container-oriented
distrioution systm consistent

-

it tre :ecuirements of combat resupply, while

5
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ensuring the "commonality and interchangeability of intermodal containers,
hardware and equipment between the military services and commercial

The Joint Intermodal Steering Group, charged with oversight of the
departent-wide containerization effort, is chaired by the Director of
Transportation and Distribution Policy, Office of the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (MRA&L).

Principal members of the JISG are as follows:

Army

--

Director of Transportation, Energy, and Troop Support
DCS, Logistics, Headquarters, U.S. Army

Navy

--

Director, Logistics Plans Division (OP-04)
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Logistics

7

Air Force -- Director4 Transportation
DCS, Logistics and Engineering, Headquarters,
U.S. Air Force

7

Marine Corps -- Director, Facilities and Services Division
Headquarter., U.S. Marine Corps
2

Office of the Joint Chiefsof Staff -- Deputy Director, Strategic
Mobility, J-4

Defense Logistics
Agency -- Executive
Director, Supply Operations
Headquarters,
DLA

..

Advisory members who fulfill specialized roles in addressing unique
aspects of internodal transportation are:
Maritime Administration--Director, Port and Intermodal Development
U.S. Coast Wjard -- Chief, Office of .merchant Marine Safety
Military Traffic Yanagement Comand

9

..-
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Commander, MIC
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Military Sealift Command -- Commander, MX
a'..

The Joint Intermodal Steering Group's charter outlines these tasks and
duties:
--

"Facilitate, expedite, and complement, but not supplant, the chain

of command to ensure development of intermodal systems within the Military

Services, DOD Components, and MAAD.
--

Meet with the chair periodically to:

(1) Discuss intermodal issues of common interest to the JISG
members.
(2) Discuss and coordinate intermodal syste.Ts developments and
initiatives occurring in the commercial sector.

(3) Provide advice on intermodal issues Ahen appropriate.
(4) Feview at least annually the status of each program assigned
in DOD 4540.6-P, the DOD Project Master Plan for a container-oriented
distribution system.
--

Evaluate container systems development progress.
sure that interrodal container systems development meets the

-En--

Military Services' needs, and achieves the overall objectives of the
Department of Defense." 7
The JISG currently meets annually, with its next meeting to be held in

April, 1983. The agenda for this meeting provides a sp.Vling of the kinds of
surface transportation issues normally addressed. .mong other things
discussed, will be the current status and outyear milestones for the Navy's
Container Offload and Transfer System, (COTS), and tne Army's Container
V-414

• !TLAnition and Distribution System (CAZ).

* .j*/
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Perhaps the most significant organizational dile.%ma posed by the
intermodal, "origin-to-destination" container system is the loss of heretofore
clearcut jurisdictional boundaries between our "in-house" surface
transportation managers, the Mlilitary Traffic Management Command (..C) and
.

the Military Sealift Command (MS).

The DOD's current position, based on

extensive analysis, recognizes that it is inherently inefficient to have two
large, computer-based bureaucracies managing sealed, containerized cargo, one
for the land transportation leg (NMr4C)
leg (MSC).

and another for the sea transportation

Former Deputy Secretary of Defense Carlucci stated recently, "our

experience in Joint Chiefs of Staff mobilization exercises like Nifty Nugget
-

and Proud Spirit; studies by the Congress, General Accounting Office, and
independent contractors, and day to day operating experience have shown
clearly that the cumbersome coordination mechanisms necessitated by our

*

current organization for surface transportation management are a major

*.

impediment to the rapid iiplementation of our contingency plans."8

The

current effort to integrate MflIC and MM into a single Military Transportation
Command, deriving both "improved operational readiness and peacetime economies
and efficiencies, "9 is at a Congressional impasse.
readdressed elsewhere in this paper.
our ability to take mximu

This issue will not be

It should be recognized, however, that

advantage of the efficiencies of containerization

is severely degraded under the existing surface transportation organizational
structure.
Chapter II has traced evolution of the DOD's efforts in accoardating to
th e container revolution.
"

The apparent

.ove

toward decentralization of

control over adaptation to containerization, predicated on the maturity of

&R

"-4.

to proceed
programs and the assumed ability of the services

,'

~service

will be dicussed later in the paper.
".."autonmously, is an issue that
notewothy, is seen as tangential
'-' TheMTM- MSntegatin isuealthough

to th

further.
hutof this analysis and will not be addressed

-.
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Chapter III
SERVICE CONTAINrIZATION POLICY

Chapter III addresses the services' efforts to Lplement Department of
Defense containerization policy.

It cites the caution expressed by the

services as they proceed with their commitment to inter-modalism. Their
concern that economic pressures on the commercial carriers will lead to
hardware inconmatability is described, as are encouraging signs of greater
interservice cooperation in systems development. It should be noted that
research has revealed no disparity in containerization policy between the DOD
3-nd the OJCS.

.

The individual services have embraced containerization to varying degrees
and at different paces over the last decade. Both the Army and Marine Corps
have recognized the advantages of intermodalisn and the requirement to make
progress toward accommodating to this revolution in surface transportation.
In a current Army doctrinal publication, the following extract is symptomatic
of this recognition:

"The same revolution which has streamlined
general shipping practices holds great promise of making LOTS operations more viable and
efficient than before: containerization. The
high tempo of container operations transposed to
the LOTS situation means greater tonnage ashore."lO
The Marine Cor-ps, because of its amphibious nature and total reliance on

commercial mariti,e resupply within days after the assault, has led the way in
integrating containerization into its logistics system.

Despite its

10
5,.LM-

nr.-

-c

*

*'.-

L"
initiatives, the Corps' reliance on containerization has been cautionary.
Perhaos its statements on containerization for the Assault Follow-on Echelon
(A•E ), as expressed in the current Marine Corps Aidrange Objectives Plan
M(.flp),

are =st revealing of its philosophy and policy:

"The Marine Corps is moving towards attaining a greatly increased
capability to load supplies and equipment in standard 20 foot containers for
combat deployment.
w"ile endorsing the requirement to attain an overall containerization
capability, this program should not be allowed to shackle the flexibility of
the amphibious task force comianader in being able to conduct assault
operations against underdeveloped shorelines.-il
.4hile interservice cooperation has not always characterized the
development of common equipment ard approaches to containerization issues, a
of Areeent (WA) between the Army and NavY in November 1982

.'memrandum

."

signals heightened recognition of service inter-dependency in future joint
logistical operations. In part, it states:
"A coordinated effort is necessary to study and clarify joint inter-Service
responsibility in the developnt, acquisition, and use of Army/Navy cargo
offload and discharge system (COLDS). This effort is required to achieve the
best capability at affordable procurement and operational costs while insuring
that each Service is capable of meeting all operational comitments. This
Memnrandum of Agreement (1-0A) provides for a cooperative effort between the
Director, Logistic Plans Division, USN, and the Director of Transportation,

I
.

Energy, and Troop Support, US.,,12

,W

Clearly, COLDS will foster closer integration of the heretofore
proprietary domains of the Army and Navy in container off loading;
respectively, Logistics-Over-Tne-Shore (LOTS) and Container Offload and
Transfer Systsm (COIdS) .
The services have built -heir containerization progrxns around tne 20-foot
MS container, ccnsistent with DOD -policy, and are necessarily disturbed by

.°
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trends in t he ocean carrier industry toward larger boxes.

The commrcial

5w'.

. :

carriers have relied increasingly on 40-foot containers (American President

,....Line

recently tested 45-foot boxes) for reasons of increased profitability.
move toward "giantism;" i.e., 45-foot containers and non-self
nThe
industry's
trns
sustaining containerships in the 40,000-50,000 ton range, bodes a significant
loss of military utility and flexibility, with concomitant degradation of
strategic mobility.

In a recent letter to the Secretary of the Navy, the

Marine Corps' senior-most logistican said,
"The Marine Corps is very concerned about the continuing trend of the U.S.
ocean carrier industry toward 40-foot containers. This increased reliance on
containers larger than 20-foot will have a detrimental effect upon logistics
support for deployed Marine forces in war.

.N

"Containers larger than 20-foot require$ equipment for handling of
such a size that they add substantially to lift requirements, increasing our
strategic mobility problems. Further, many underdeveloped areas of the world
present physical barriers to the movement of 40-foot containers (i.e., narrow
streets and sharp turns; no road network or generally marginal terrain).
Funding limitations do not allow for procurement of equipment to handle the
larger containers, and the Force Logistics System (FLS) is committed to
20-foot containers sized components."13

.1

The divergent goals of the armed services in relation to the goals of the
U.S. shipping industry confront the Deparment of Defense with a pressing
policy dilemma. The Marine Corps is steadfastly committed, both doctrinally
and in investment,
containers.

to logistical systems that utilize and support 20-foot

While the Army is prepared to handle containers up to 40-foot, it

restricted to 20-foot containers for ordnance.

*is

The loss of government

operating and construction differential subsidies, however, has motivated U.S.
comercial carriers toward fewer, larger containerships and longer

5%

*containers.

Apparently, profit motives and national security interests are at

odds.

The Marine Corps' letter cited above offers policy recomendations that

12
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are characteristic of the kinds of issues that nust be dealt with if we are to
insure the availability of strategic mobility for wartLne resupply:

*

"Inview of our responsibility to respond quickly to trouble spots
anywhere with no assurance of an existing container infrastructure, and with
the FLS based upon 20-foot containers, it is tmperative that we have the
capability to transport 20-foot containers in any situation. It is requested
that the necessary actions to achieve this capability be taken to include, but
not be limited to, the following:
o Require as a National Defense Feature (NDF) on all new
containership construction, the ability to carry 20-foot containers with
minimum loss of capacity. This may involve the construction of 20-foot cell
guides in 40-foot cells to accommodate two 20-foot containers without loss of
capacity.
o Take action to initiate the NDF retrofitting of existing
ships in the same manner as above. This retrofitting should have priority
over new construction. This represents the larger and more imediate problem."14

'4:

A corollary to the services' concern over their ability to fully adapt to
the commercial container transportation system is the failure to call into
play this capability notionally during command post exercises. Because of
scope and timing exercises such as Proud Spirit and Proud Saber have centered
on mobilization and force projection, but have been truncated prior to a
sustained resupply effort. The Office of the Secretary of Defense has
acknowledged shortcomings cited by the

ilitary Sealift Command ard the

Maritime Administration. In a 19 January 1983 memo to the Under Secretary of

$

Defense (Policy) and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Assistant Secretary

uw

of Defense (M&L) said of future exercises," I am particularly interested in
using the next exercise to investigate better our ability to support our
forces in combat. We need to think about how we can test our sustainment
capability as well as our readiness." 1 5

13

An exercise devoted exclusively to combat sustainability, n&d "Pressure
Point," is being planned by OJCS, J-4 (Plans) for October 1983.16

A joint

JCS-Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation effort, t/he DOD Sealift Study,
*

to be completed in March 1983 is seen as an aid to exercise planning.

It will

assess sealift assets versus the requiremnts ofi-arious combat scenarios
*

through compiter simulation.

This fall's sustainmzent exercise, hopefully a

precursor for more ambitious resupply exercises, should do much to allay
misgivings that our ability to provision protracted combat has been
under-examined.
This chapter highlighted the ambivalence expressed by the services as they
adapt to the inevitability of containerization;
.

Of principal concern is the

trend in the cormercial fleet toward "giantism" and its potential effect on
the services' intermodal systems.

Encouraging, though, is the recent move

towa-rd greater interservice cooperation and efforts by the DOD to play combat
resupply by surface strategic mobility assets in future conTmand post exercises.

5%

14
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Chapter TV
CURE

*

CONTMXINR SYST&4S

DEvFLOP'IS- -SE /

This chapter serves to address current development of service container

-."

systems with primary focus on hardware descriptions and capabilities.
In 1975, the Joint Container Steering Group, chaired by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (L%1RA&L), tasked the Army, Navy and Marine Corps with
development of "Over The Shore Discharge of Containers (OSDOC)"

as an integral

part of the Logistics Over The Shore (LOTS) concept.
Since that time, the Army and Navy have pursued essentially parallel, if
not coordinated, approaches to container discharge and transportability in the
The Army's approach is more doctrinally

austere, expeditionary environment.

established and codified (FM 55-70, Army Transportation Container Operations),
Neither approach of OSDOC

while the Navy programs have tended to be less so.

S.

appears to have made satisfactory progress toward attainment of a credible
capability to put a substantial force ashore by the mid-1980's. As viewed by
service action officers, even if all POM initiatives and programs are
realized, this capability will not be well-established before the late 1980's.
The Army's container handling capability is resident in terminal service
Recognizing the criticality of

companies of the Transportation Corps.

possessing a capability to receive, discharge and trans-ship equipment and
supplies, recent Army initiatives have resulted in positive actions to rebuild
its terminal service capabilities and expertise to support deploying and
deployed forces.

The influx of modern container handling equJi-rent (C-M), an

increase in exercise fuding and su.;ort from higher comrands provide Army

15
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terminal service units with the capability to participate in progressively
larger scale logistical exercises at CONUS and overseas ports/terminals and
over unimproved beach sites.

The inclusion of Reserve Component units as an

integral part of the task forces adds considerable credibility and realism in

developing the "one Army" concept.
The scheduled introduction of the Lighterage Air Cushioned Vehicle (LXV)
-"

30 should significantly enhance LOTS capabilities particularly at locations
currently inaccessible via normal watercraft/lighterage. Other services are
currently examining Army e uipment for possible inclusion into their force
structures.

Euipment descriptions and techniques are well-documented in r-M

55-70 and, accordingly, will not be addressed in detail by this paper.
Suffice it to say, the Army's capability centers on large, highly specialized
cranes, forklifts, De Long piers and watercraft.

The dile-mra of container

discharge at sea has recently been eased through the decision by the Army and
•,
o'

Navy to adopt a comnon auxiliary crane ship.

Because the Navy's "Over the Shore Discharge of Containers" program has
been somewhat fragmented, and no single document describes it fully, a brief

.
-%

description here might be useful.
The Navy program, Amphibious Logistics Support Ashore (ALSA),

is a

coordinated Navy and Marine Corps effort for exploiting intermodal shipping
trends in the merchant fleet, that is, containerization.

Subsystems of ALSA

are the Marine Corps' Field Logistics System (FLS), to be discussed later, and
the Navy's

ibious Logistics System (ALS).

At the heart of ALS is the Container Offloading a~nd Transfer System
(COTIS), which fulfills te Na-r's responsibility under LSA for movement of

1

16

*

containers to the shoreline. COTS emerged from recognition that today's
paucity of amphibious shi pi.g dictated exclusive reliance on commercial
vessels for transporting the Marine Corps' Assault 'ollow-on Ecchelon (AFOE)
during amphibious operations. COTS reconciles the Marine Corps' requirement
to put supplies across the beach, with the commercial carriers' trend toward
The

*"

fleets nearly totally comrised of non-selfsustaining containerships.

*

COTS program led to the development of five subsystems for the offload of
these and other co=rrercial ships in undeveloped areas where no, or limited,
port facilities are available or where port access has been denied.
The Container Offloading and Transfer System subsystems and their current

.

status, as provided by t:ne Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, Logistics, are as
follows:

a.

AUXILIARY CRANE SHIP (TAOS)

The Auxiliary Crane Ship (TACS) is a complete, self-deployable,
container/oversized cargo discharge system capable of offloading
.

containerships in the stream (up to sea state 3) or at unimproved ports.

Its

maximum capability will be to offload a 65 ton tank from the centerline hold

4.

of an alongside PNAMNX sized containership or from the main deck or stern
ramp of an alongside RO/RO ship.

It will also have the capability of lifting

a Powered Causeway Section (90' long x 20' wide x 3' high, weighing 95 short
tons) from its own deck and placing it in the water. Nary/througha-e eD
..'.
.

tons)entered into a Memorandum of inderstanding w
"'
a Me.
g

e
Le

the agent for ship modification and installation of crane sets.
TACS procured in ?1-82 and will be operational by June, 1984.
A

*

ADAwill be
The prototype

't will u.rfergo
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operational testing in the Joint Logistics-Over- ne-Shore (JLOTS) II Test in
the 4th Quarter, 1984.

The Navy has established a requirement for 6 T.XS and 4j

Army has identified a requireement for 5.

The Navy's 6 TPCS are funded in

POM-84, with all systems on line by 1988.
byet toA identified.

;

Funding for Army requirement has

The Joint Logistics Over The Shore (JLOTS) II Test Design says this about
the TACS capability:
"From a military point of view, the TXCS is a system which will support any service involved in an over-the-shore environment. The conceptual
application of the TACS is uniqely suited for the JLOTS II test. Upon arrival
at Camp Lejeune, the TACS will drop anchor and unload its own cargo onto
lighters for- transit to the beach. It will then commence offloading operations
with the containership positioned along its starboard side.17

.4

b.

EVATED CAUSOWAY (E=AS)

The elevated causeway (ELCAS) pier is the shoreside component subsystem of
the Container Offloading and Transfer System.

It is a pier for boats and

barges equAipped with a 140 ton container crane which provides the means to
unload non-selfsustaining containerships, bargeships and IORO ships
over-the-beach or in augmenting/restoring port capacity.

It can be installed

in 96 hours using assault pontoon causeways and provides two-way traffic for
container loads at rates of 140-220 per day.
The introduction of the ELCAS will make available 48 U.S. Flag ships
(bargeshirs and selfsustaining containerships) for over-the-beach movenent of
containers without lighterage.
Although the elevated causeway can be transported by amphibious ships
(LST's), it is designed for transport on LASH bargeships when the cantilever
'

lift interface device being developed by

'bcomes operationally
be/D

4.1
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available.

:hree long (3,000') double headed

=AS's (the inventory

objective) and 2 additional -IZAS's for training are funded in POM-84.
% .i

?rocurement commences in FY-84.

c.

.0WEgED CAU.SE',AY SECTION (.FCS)/SIDE LOADING

aRPIaG TUG (SLT)

The PCS iE similiar to the existing pontoon causeway section except t-hat
Q.

it has two diesel driven water jet/ingines.

7
.-

The PCS, by itself, or with one

or -,ore non-powered causeway section, acts as a ferry to move containers/cargo
from the TA2S to the shore/ELZS.

With the addition of an "A" frame and

winch, the PCS becomes a Side Loading Warping "Mg to perform work boat
ffictions in the Amphibious Objctives Area (ACA).

.

Provisional Approval for

Service Use (PASU) was granted in April 1982.

Eight PCS's were procured in

FY-82 to allow follow on test and evaluation.
0
funded in %M-84.

197 P2S's and 56 SLWTs are

d.

RO/RO OFFLOADING FACILITY

The RO/RO offloading facility is designed to offload all commercial RO/RO
ships (with or without organic ramps) offshore, in cal water (sea state 1).
The facility consists of a platform made up of causway sections for the
vehicles to transit the ship's ramp onto causeway ferries for the trip to
shore.

An austere ramp is provided for ships that do not carry ramps.

F'abri-

cation of t,*he facility is underway for preliminar- testig to be conducted in
early F!-83.

Final testing will be conducted under the aegis of the jL2TS II

Test in late FY-33.

Four (4) RO/RO discharge facilities are funded in Navy

_,CM-34 with procurement to corrience in -FY-85.

.9

lh
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LASH LIFT BEAM (CNTILE7M)

These beams are used on LASH ships, when required, to enable that ship to
lift, carry and launch causeway sections and other outsized heavy components
in the AOA.

Naval Facilities Engineering Conmnd has designed the beam and

under the National Defense Features (=P) Program, has fabricated,

A

tested and intalled lift

beams on the BENJAMIN HARRISON and EIWRD RUTLEDGE.

Fourteen (14) beams are funded in Navy PCM-84 with procurement commencing in

FY-84.
e

A significant disparity in service container system development is the
degree of emphasis placed on making organizational equipment container-

,- cora.tible, configuring expeditionary shelters to/SO standards and
modularizing service support equipment within container transportable
housings.
0.'1

The Marine Corps has been the vanguard in pursuing such systems,

because of the dictates of amphibious operations and its total reliance on
commercial shios for resupply for the assault follow on echelon.
Since 1976, the Marine Corps has vigorously pursued a container-oriented
logistical system that complements the Navy's Amphibious Logistics System
(ALS), described earlier.

'here ALS provides for at sea container discharge

and subsequent movement ashore, the Marines' Force Logistics System (FES)
.

A.

offers innovative approaches (within ISO container limitations) to the
transportation and storage of supplies, shelter fabrication, and provision of
combat support services.

At the heart of FLS is the apparent advantage of the

"principle of dimensional standardization afforded by containerization/inter-.-

modalism."

18

The syste is designed around international dimensional

standards in order to be able to use all modes of transportation, especially

20

r.

the container-capable merchant fleet.

The goals of the system are to red-ce

manpower, system costs, and shipping space requirenents, while enhancing the
effectiveness of the logistics su.port system and the readiness posture of
Marine Corps amphibious forces.
The %arine Corps Field Logistics Systems (FLS) is an integrated program
which provides intensive life cycle manageTment of selected combat service
support equipment to assure success in logistically supportable anl:hibious
operations, while exploiting the benefits of containerization.

19

Major

subsystems are:

a. Container5
The container family consists of four distinct containers, the smallest
being an "insert" measuring Ii" x 17" x 45" with a capacity of 120 pounds.
Next is a pallet sized container (PALC3ON) measuring 41" x 40" x 48" with a
capacity of 890 pounds.

The third container is a quadruple container (QUAD

CON) 6'10" x 5' x 8', able to hold 7,435 pounds.
,'C

8' x 8' x 20' commercial container.

The fourth is a standard

The "insert" can be used as a drawer, six

per PAIZON and 36 per QUAECON, or independently as a field box.

The PALCON is

designed to latch together in arrays of eight and eventually into an array of
24 to form a 6'10" x 8' x 20' load.

The QUADCON is one quarter the size of a

conmercial container and when four are lashed together they form a 6'10" x 8'
x 20' load.
,Z;

The coffmmercial 8' x 8' x 20' container will be used for those

items not conpatiole with the smaller units.

Th.ese containers offer a number

of advantages over present shipping methcKs.

They are compatible with

cor.m'ercial aircraft and, by using an ada-ter pallet, conform to thie Military

21
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Airlift Command 463L system.

The saller containers can be efficiently used

aboard aichibious shippi-g with a height constraint of 7'6".

These containers

will greatly enhance lift capability for on and off-load, over-the-shore
movement and moveent forward.

They offer an added benefit of being

accessible while embarked.

-

b.

Shelters

The next segment of the FLS to be addressed
Corps has developed a family of seven shelters.

ocoes shelters.

The Marine

The three largest are self

contained and are packaged either in 8' x 8' x 20' or 8' x 8' x 40' foot
flatracks.
V

containers.

The other four can be characterized as innovative uses of
Three of these measure 8' x 8' x 20', two are rigid and one is

electromagnetically shielded.

-

.~:

The third is a knockdown unit, four of which

can be packaged into a 8' x 8' x 20' load. The fourth is a 8' x 8' x 10' electromagnetically shielded unit to accommodate a smaller comunications team
than requires the 8' x 8' x 20'.

These shelters are designed for use with

existing (containerizable) generators, airconditioning and heating units.
Both the 10' and 20' shelters are "complexible" and offer virtually unlimited
expansion. The unshielded and knockdown shelters mate on both the 8' and 20'
dimnensions and the shielded shelters mate by use of a joining corridor which
is a lightweight knockdown structure.

These shelters provide preconfigured

working and living spaces which fully conform to ISO/AMSI standards.

They

offer the additional benefit of being usable while embarked and would be
compatible with Arazar.o and TA'Eas well as providing working and living space
aboard any container snip.

22

c.

Transportation and .110

Transportation and material han-dling deficiencies have been the major
impedi:ment to maxinum exploitation of intermodal distributions systems in the
Integral to the Force Logistics System

tactical, expeditionary environment.

are tie materiel handling equipment (.'-E) and motor transport assets to
efficiently and expeditiously unload containers from lighterage at the
surfline, stage them in marshalling areas, transport them inland, and unstuff
them at their destination.

d.

Ser-ice Supoort Ekuipment

The last segment of the FLS to be addressed concerns the application of
dimensional standardization to the many service support functions inherent to
the force.

Again there has been an enormous amount of work accomplished in

configuring equipment and facilities to the shelter system previously
outlined.
?

The Marine Corps' Environmntally Controlled Medical System (GCEMS)
It is pre-configured,

provides a vastly supertee field medical facility.

operable afloat or ashore, complexible to any size, and uses current medical
equipment.

Modular fuel and water containers along with associated pumping

facilities are being developed.

The Army has developed a field water

production unit that is capable of being packaged in a 8' x 8' x 10' container.
A modular electric latrine is under development along with laundry and shower
facilities.

All are containerized, meet ISO/ANSI standards and are usable

both afloat and ashore.

Also under development is a complete and com-lexible

food service unit, all in standard shelters and containers and again usable at
sea as well as ashore.

Also available is a battalion size food preparation

23
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unit shelter system which will sup.port 1000 men per hour and a refrigeration
unit and refrigeration box, combined into an 3' x S' x 10' configuration.
The items mentioned are soie of the applications of ISO/ANSI standard
.'

dimensions and containerization k6 military use.

These items are but a few of

the potential applications of standard containers and shelters.
.>
* -availablilty

The sea services have attempted to capitalize on the increasing
of containerships by developing concepts that will allow these

vessels to be either tenporarily or permanently modified to support tactical

operations. These innovations have looked beyond the combat sustainability
potential of containerships, and have recognized their suitability to fulfill
current tactical deficiencies.
The systems to be described here are felt to be particularly promising in
+:n

augmenting inadequate numbers of Navy vessels in the Indian Ocean/Southwest

'Asia

theater of operations.

I.

All were designed for the projection and "front

line" maintenance of combat aviation assets.

a. Ar apaho
Arapaho is by far the furth-est along in terms of development, having been
successfully tested at sea in October 1982.

Arapaho consists of a portable,

modular aviation facility that is compatible with modern container-type
ships. Completely self contained, this system is designed to embark aboard a
merchant vessel and provide mission coverage in areas such as sea lane
defense, convoy escort, mine warfare, helicopter basing, search and resce,
close air support, and evacuation.

It is relatively inexpensive and adaptable

to approximately 200 U.S. and KAxO container ships.

The system has generated

24
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interest in the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, tie Federal Republic of
Gertary, Chile and the Netherlands.

The tests to date have centered on

helicopter operations but there is work going on to install a ski jump type
a

runway to accommodate the AV-8 Harrier aircraft.

The modular containerized

concept allows the system to be loaded, set up and operating aboard a
"

container ship in 12 to 24 hours while retaining approximately 75% of the
20
ships normal cargo capacity.

b.

Shi.borne Containerized Air Defense System (SCADS)

Only in the concept stage at this time, SCADS uses off the shelf equipment
and bears an a:azing resemblance to Araphaho.

SCADS is a combined project of

British Aerospace, Plessey and Fairey Eigineering and is centered on the use
of the Harrier aircraft.

It is comprised of six elements, surveillance and

air traffic control radar, a ski jump runway, Sea Harrier aircraft, Seawolf

point defense missle system, a shield decoy system and a common service
facility.

All of these elements are containerized and deployable aboard a

merchant ship within 48 hours.

c. Aviation Logistics Supoort Ship (TAVB)

A third system, again in the planning stages is a joint effort between the
U.S. Navy and the U.S. .MarineCorps. Aviation Logistics Support Ship (TAVB)
provides dedicated fast sealift for an Inter-mediate Maintenance Activity (ThA)

6-lass

in support of USNC fixed and rotary wing aircraft.

It is hoped to have two

such ships, one each in F! 85 and FY 86, using currently available Se..abridge

ROD *essels.

-he basic idea is to emba.rk t-he LNA consisting of

25
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approxLmately 300 vans (containers).

The I%% would be activated enroute and

capable of operations both enroute and in the objective area until such time
as it could be -wved ashore.
vessel for strategic lift.

At that tim the ship is reverted to a Ro/Ro
The TAVB concept is simplified by the fact that

the bulk of the LMA is currently using the van concept and is Lrmediately
deployable. TAVB's will become an integral part of the Maritime
Prepositioning Force (MPF) at Diego Garcia, and support Rapid Deployment Force
operations in the Indian Ocean/Southwest Asia theater.
In summation, various systems currently under development hae been

.

discussed.
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The succeeding chapter delves into selected issues of concern

which pose potential difficulties in assenb lin- and deployment of a f6be
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Chapter V
SELFCTED ISSC7ES

During the course of research and interviews conducted as part of this
ISC -ARS

study various ,aete surfaced which appear to require additional consideration
and appropriate action# to insure the best overall container handling and
movement system within the Defense Transportation System. ,pace are x*7
considered all inclusive but do represent key areas of concern which are vital
to the success of the system.

Discussions and recommendations regarding these

key areas of concern follow:

M2adacy of Containers and Containerships
The Department of Defense (DOD) has not fully determined if current types
and quantities of containers and containerships are adequate or compatible for
sustainment of combat operations overseas.

The significant numbers of sea

containers now available through direct U.S. ownership, or potentially from
*foreign

sources, indicate sufficiency of containers for the initial deployment
of combat forces.

This is particularly true since initial deployment requires

significantly more roll-on roll-off and breakbulk ships than container capability.

This conclusion regarding initial deployment has been confirmed by

the Military Sealift Command (MSC) Container Requirements and Availability
Study-84 (C.AS-84).

The key question, that the CIRAS-84 study was unable to

answer due to reported lack of information regarding shipping requirments, is
the sufficiency of containers and containerships for sustairnent of ove-seas
operations of varving sizes and duration at varyi..g distances and directions
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from U.S. shores. 2 1
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It does not assume that a reasonable number of ships

and containers will continue to be required for commercial purposes and that
ships will be lost to enery action.

In fact, it would appear reasonable to

assuTe that commercial shipping requirements might increase in support of any
sigificant war effort.

This unanswered question is reportedly being addressed

in the Department of Defense (DOD) Sealift Study now being conducted with
service representation and shipping requirements input from the service
staffs. 2 2

This includes total requirements for ammunition and general

containerized cargo in both the deployment and initial sustainment phases at
overseas locations as provided ini efense Guidance.

Reasonable attrition of

j to

container ships is planned for inclusion in the study which should be
completed before the end of FY 1983.

Disturbing aspects regarding the availability of containers for military

9.

s

use include the U.S. industries' increasing movement from the 20 foot
container (the critical container for ammunition transport) on the European

.[

and Far East trade routes, and toward the larger less militarily useful 40 and
even 45 foot container; the true availability of foreign owned containers; and
true commercial capability to mintain a continuous container pipeline even if
empty containers cannot be rapidly evacuated.

Recomend that:
a.

DOD insure that the Sealift Study include a worst case scenario that

considers:
(1)

Sustained operations requiring support beyond the initial

deployment phases.

.
.del

(2) Nonavailability of foreign owned containers because of the
failure of foreign governments to support U.S. actions.
(3) Increased commercial demand for containers in order to su port
the war effort.
(4) Non-availability of a reasonable number of containers due to
destruction or inability to evacuate.
(5) Reasonable ship attrition rates.
b. DOD consider the acquisition of additional CADS 20 foot vans to meet
ammunition requirements. Rr

iq -age

oelat-A.

T.

Sea Container Movement and Ha.dling Policy and Doctrine
There is no policy or doctrine regarding the evacuation of empty sea
containers from the theater of operations.23

FM 54-11, Container Movement

and Handling in Theater of Operations (TOPNS), provides doctrine for the
inbound leg for the Army only. Specifically, containers will move as far
forward as possible; there will be capability to unstuff containers at the
Direct Support (DS) level; and there will be capability to un-stuff and ground
containers at the General Support (GS) level.

Policy and doctrine is equally

essential for the return of the empty container.

The supply of containers is

not inexhaustible and empty containers could form a very real physical
obstacle or L-pediment to the pbysical distribution of stuffed containers as
well as other incoming :ateriel.

Lack of or non-enforzement of container

evacuation policy during the Vietnm conflict created shortages and
bottlenecks of CCE

ontainers.

Note that, in addition to t-heir

transportation purposes, CCM's also provided essential te.orary covered and
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secured storage and even "office" space.
h
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These additional use concepts are
A

A

equally applicable wi-& sea containers for units which are arriving in the
theater of operations.

DOD policy and doctrine should include evacuation of

empties and retention for specific purposes. U.S. Army, Europe, has
identified elements of evaucation policy in Phase II of its Dropean
Containerization Study. 2 4 While this action is necessary and comendable it
raises the question of the compatability of USAREUR policy with Military
Traffic Management Command (MtE.v)

and Military Sealift Command (YSC) concepts

of operation regarding container utilization.
Recommend that DOD take appropriate action with service participation ,.o
develop and promulgate container introduction, evacuation and retention policy
and doctrine applicable to all services and establishAconmdity percentages
for preparation of operations plans.
Assess nent of LCTS Container Caability
Analysis of the employment of containers as a principal mode of transport
in a Logistic-Over the-Shore (LOTS) environment raises serious concerns which
must be resolved by Army logistical planners and operators in order to
adequately support deplyed forces in any theater of operations.
...<

"*"
.

Frndamentally, and notwithstanding the virtues of the container revolution
and the reasons why a LOTS operation -nay be desirable or required, it

is

irrefutable that [DTS is a costly, and relatively inefficient method of
resupply. 2

5

An a.nalysis of procab'e LoTS sites in potential areas of conflict,
particularly in South ;est "sia, reveals t:e difficulty of LOIs employ-6ent
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over unimproved terrain due to adverse beach gradient, bottom conditions,
excessive distances for lighterage transport between the "other

ship" and the

shore, and the absence of adequate supporting rail or road networks required
for the sustainment of terminal throughput requirements.

These physical

barriers became more difficult to overcome with the requirement to throug.hput
containers.
While containerization has revolutionized the transportation industry, it
is currently doubtful that the armed services are able to optimize its
potential due to a severe lack of manpower, technical expertise, and container
Active Army resources

handling equipment in the active and reserve forces.

today consist of only three terminal service companies with container handling
capability.

There are none in the reserve structure.

These units are

attempting to resolve unique training and maintenance problems dealing with
outsized, highly specialized container handling equipment not common in the

'I..

Army inventory.

'p.

This equipment includes but is not lmited to the 140 ton,

250/300 ton capacity cranes; 50,000 lb. rough terrain forklift container
handler; and the De Long piers.

Compounding the issue is the monLwntal task

of transporting this crucial equipment from the continental United States

mb

(CONUS) to any potential area of operation.

To highlight a training issue,

present operator and maintenance new equipment training (N,0r) for the
commercial P & H 140 ton crane is conducted under contract due to the absence
High rotation

of facilities and expertise within the Army training base.

rates of trained personnel further erode the cultivation and retention of
initiatves taken to promote tour stabilization and to train a

expertise.

cadre of officers and CO's by the -.nit cc.
only te-p4orary relief.

nders are comerdable but offer

26
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Akin to the problems associated with t!_e liited nurmbe

of active Army

containers handling units is one pertaining to the availability of engineer
port construction companies which are vital to the establishment and the
support of fixed terminal facilities and/or LOTS sites.

+Yet.

Ihis unique A unit, of

-which there is only one on active duty, is charged with performing special
*

engineering tasks in support of military operations which include the missions
of beach preparation/demolition; emplacement of De Long pier complexes; and
the deployment of the off-shore portion of the Tactical Marine Terminal (ZC)
for the -ovement of bulk liquid.

Unlike the terminal service units which have

and are currently receiving more modern equipment, the engineer company is
equipped with antiquated, less reliable equi-pment to accomplish its missions.
Successful mission accomplishments during recent training exercises in spite
of this severe handicap are a tribute to the leadership, innovation, and
27
dedication of participating soldiers.

Other areas of concern pertaining to the Army's LOTS capability focus on
the paucity and age of the watercraft and lighterage fleet.

Rlatively high

levels of operational availability of assigned watercraft and expertise among
the Army's mariners belie the fact that this highly specialized field is
crucially lacking of mid and senior level gOs and a repair parts supply
systeim which can respond to the needs of an aged fleet.

Active Army assets of

only two medium boat companies, three heavy boat companies, one LAIC LX
one r.CV 30 company, one floating craft company, and one floating

-detacrhnent,

craft general support maintenance company are .marginallycapable of supporting
any sizeable deployed force solely given a LOTS envirorrient even if
transportable to the -",eater of operations.

28
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The inherent inefficiencies and difficulties associated with tie concept
of LOTS employment even in a "benign environment," under ideal conditions are

-"

multiplied and complicated significantly *,.enexecuted under conditicns of
hostility. Optimistically, LOTS is marginally efficent under controlled
conditions; inclusion of adverse weather, excess of sea state condition 2, and
the operational/defensive constraints induced by hostile waterborne and
airborne attacks would severely degrade or would render LOTS totally

ineffective in a "hot" environment.

Recormmend that:

a. Studies and developrent of concepts to employ resources currently
.

included in LCOrS operations to restore/repair/expand existing fixed terminal
facilities in a Theater of Operation be given priority over the employment of

-.

these forces tn the conduct of LOTS over uni-.proved terrain.

Actions must be

pursued to upgrade the force structure of Army units specializing in
transportation terminal operationsAto ensure the sustainability of tie forces
5,-.

ashore in the event LOTS must be employed in its pure for.
-. '

"

d..b.

Although not specifically addressed, planners must also examine the

capability of military motor transport units and comercial railroads to
linehaul containers to and from inland destinations; evaluate whether
consignees possess container handling and unstuffing AMaterial 'Handling
EquipMent (YIE); and develop plans for container control -Lnd retrograde.

Availability of intact Container Ports
-

-

Current Departm.ent of Defense planniN

availability of fully ocerable containe
Operations

V

asszwtions regardin.g tne

handling ports in the Area of

7AO are .;a'4stJic. Given the state of advanced weapon
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technology today, it appears inconceivable that any part of the world could
remain totally i une.&f interdiction or threat thereof.

Ln-ey strategistsand

A

A

tacticians realize the i-rrortance of severing the combat forces'

"logistical

tail."
Water terminals, as well as aerial and inland ports, roads and railroads,
are prime targets for interdiction.

Denial of fixed water terminals capable

of discharging non-self sulstaining container vessels (the bulk of today's
fleet) would dictate a LOTS operation thus severely degrading throughput
capability.

Recomerid that Department of Defense planners:

a. Concentrate on actions which would result in minimizing damages to
i' ~existing

container handling fixed port facilities.

%

b. Develop plans and add units capable of building or rebuilding ports
capable of discharging these non-self sustaining container ships to the force

*A
.

structure.
c. Develop plans to provide tactical security for Combat Service Support

-.

(CSS) units operating port complexes.

Transportability of New/.Sdernized -cuiprent In Sea Containers
M.

The question of the compatability of all cl3sses of supply, to include
major end items of equipment, with containers is multifaceted.

Li

It encompasses

handling, specialized containers, and interchangeability as well as the issues
of equipment design to container specifications, container design to
accommodate outsized cargo and ,rmxinize ship capabilities, and identification
and prioritization of containers.

2

[-
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a.

Equipment design to container specifications, must be addressed at the

very conceptualization of an item of military equipment.

DOD and Army policy

regarding design of new or modernized equipment to be sea container compatible
is weak. Joint Regulation AR 70-44 provides that "where practicable"
systems/equi-pnent,'unitions (S'--4) will be compatible with standard cargo
A

containers and that shelters and special purpose vans will conform to standard
container specifications "to the e K.ent practical."

It also provides that the

objective is to assure that S&M, including components and spare parts, are
"

designed, engineered, and conistructed so that the required quantities can be
efficiently moved by available means of transportation.29 AR 70-47 which
/supplement/"the Army portion of A. 70-44 provides that "where feasible"
"

.materiel should be designed to be compatible with standard cargo containers.
Appendix C of the same regulation indicates that, due to the trend toward
countainerships, all materiel should "if possible" be designed to move in
standard cargo containers.

30

Army regual4tions regarding Integrated

Logistics Support (ILS); the Systems Acquisition process; and the duties of
the Department of the Army Logistics Staff Officer (DALSO),

k

the individual on

the Army Staff who is to insure the accomplishent of all ILS aspects, do not
strengthen the Army position regarding this issue of container compatible
design. A review of the Army modernization Information Memorandum (AMIM)
indicates a number of items whose dimensions do-not-significantly exceed those

I-..°

for the standard forty foot sea container while their weights are compatible.
This raises the question if the issue of container cozpatibility was actively
considered and consciously rejected during the design of the Army's new or
*

.4.

mcdernized items of ec-uipx.ent.

The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff,

35

Logistics, Headquarters, Department of the Army, recognizes the criticality of
equipment size and weight to mobility and is working to insure its active
consideration during the acquisition process. Recent emphasis by the Office
-

of the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, strengthens efforts to insure
equipment compatibility with military aircraft, however, the same emphasis has
not been evidenced regarding equipment compatibility with sea containers.
The Marine Corps has an excellent example, as cited earlier, of equipment
designed to container specification .44-t

its family of shelters.

The "family"

A

consists of seven shelters all conforming to International Organization for
Standardization/American National Standards Institute (ISO/ANSI) dimensions.

.The

thrust of this issue is not-moat to imply that sea container comtibility
A
should drive equip ent design but, if container compatibility is achievable
with no or even slight loss of effectiveness, should it not be consciously
considered during the RDTE funded portions of the acquisition process. This a.ti
raiss
th qustio of der; -ea4de vev-r'i ao-d1~oraises the question of the tome degree of participation by the logistician for

01

all ILS aspects during the concept exploration and full scale development
phases of the acquisition process.

In the final analysis, the best equipmient

is useless if it does not get to the war.

Its potential for getting there

increases if it is containerizeable.
i

Recommiend that appropriate regulations be revised to require that new or

modernized equipment be sea container compatible unless doing so would significantly degrade equipment effectiveness.

This issue should be specifically

addressed during the logistics portion of the service and DOD Systems A.yisition Review Council.
that it

It would also be appropriate to update A-R 70-47 in order

truly serve as a "supplerent" to Joint Regulation AR 70-44.

p.'.
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b.

The second issue involves container modifications designed to permit

use of containerships for outsized cargo.
the flatrack and the seashed.

Container modifications consist of

Flatracks are, in essence, platforms which fit

in existing containership cell guides
stackable,

_-

n _486 t_-

are

The ability to use three heavy duty flatracks in parallel permits

carrying outsized cargo to include tanks.

The sea-shed concept centers on a

large frame unit the size of approximately three a

foot flatracks which

affords the advantage of loading/offloading through the floor.

Designed to

carry 110 short tons and stackable four high, the sea-shed is a highly
versatile asset also capable of accomuiodating large tracked and wheeled
vehicles.

The use of either flatracks or sea-sheds provides the flexib.ity

of utilizing containershi-Ds in the breakbulk mode.
There is ongoing discussion within DOD elements regarding the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the sea shed versus the flat rack as to which
better serves defense requirements. The rapidly declining number of breakbulk
ships and the imited availability of roll-on/roll-off ship coupled with the
increasing availability of containerships has prompted DOD to encourage -Aese 4frs
service efforts to develop methods by which containerships can be utilized to
carry non-container compatible cargo.

The sea"hed and the fla~ack are both

capable of accomplishing the basic goal.

Since the flataack has little

commercial utility, comrercial availability is extremely limited and

N

commercial carriers are not interested in increasing current stocks to satisfy
military requirements.

There are no seashedavailable with the exception of

military prototypes. Available information indicates that the Navy has
prograTned resources for t-he Military Sealift
nd ( M>S)it
el..Corican,
in the 1934

37
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Program Objective Memorandurn (PCM) dated 12 May 1982 to purchase 2,282
modified heavy duty flatracks for $6.3 Million ($27.7 Thousand each) and
1,496 sea sheds for $238.2 Million ($159.2 Thousand each).31

Each

alternative has certain advantages and disadvantages.1 The seashed does not
have to be removed for ship discharge since its floor folds up to give access
to the cargo below while the flatracks would have to be at least partially
removed to gain access to cargo stored below.
tLe saving associated with the seashed.

There should be some discharge

There does appear to be a legitimate

issue regarding which alternative provides the more cost effective storage in
terms of square feet of true storage/tie down space in view of potential
"

wasted space caused by seashed cross members.

The Army staff and the KDC

Transportation Engineering Agency (TEA) are initiating action to ex&mine this
aspect. The significant advantage of the flatrack is its cost and reduced
maintenance requirement.

Since one seashed is generally the equivalent of

three flatracks, the 1,496 seasheds in the Navy PCM equate to 4,488 flatracks
in terms of storage space.

On the other hand, the resources allocated for

seasheds could buy at least 8,599 flatracks.

Since a large containership

carries approximately 1,000 containers, the difference is that four additional
containerships could be converted for breakbulk cargo by using all currently
available resources to purchase flatracks.

Studies by TEA indicate that heavy

duty flatracks may be available for less than $27.7 thousand each which, if
supported, would increase the number of containerships which could be
converted for contingency purooses.

32

Another significant advantage of the

flatrack is that it does not require modification '.
A"

seashed with attendant tLTe and resource requireients.

:"
I'

38

as does the
A

The reqjirement for

.

ship modification may reduce the pool of available ships durirg anything less
than full mobiliiation due to shipowner reluctance to have their ships
A

modified. Since flatracks and/or seasheds would not be used to any
significant degree except during a national emergency, it would appear that
the flatrack offers DOD the most cost effective alternative.
Recomiend that DOD independently examine the seashed versus flatrack issue

.4

to insure procurement of the most cost effective system.
The third issue is the need for a proven, deployable and survivable

c.

container management system which will permit tie tracking of shipment units
within containers from origin to ultimate consignee.

This need becomes more

critical as container ships continue to increase in capacity and wartime
The ability to identify

diversion of selected conmodities become$necessary.
4

and selectively off load and/or divert containers would enhance coambat
Sealand Corporation has an automated system which controls and

operations.

manages containers world-wide and provides detailed contents listings. It is
imperative that the military services develop a deployable real-time container
management system which would provide the required management information.
Recommend that DOD examine the Sealand container control system with the
goal of getting a real-time -military system in operation rapidly which would
permit wartime container control and diversion.
During the course of research and interviews, ideas regarding possible
hardware innovations and iprovements or managerial techniques also surfaced.
These are presented in -he next chapter.
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Chapter VI
INNO/ATIONS AND IDEAS FOR ADDITIaiAL CONSIDERATION

Discussions and visits with DOD, JCS, and various service agencies and
activities as well as review of available publications on the subject of
containerization have prompted various though~not specifically related to
-.

earler discussions.

These will be presented for the purpose of stimulating

additional reflection and appropriate action.
a. Consideration should be given to the design and utilization of 20 foot
or 40 foot flatracks for the sea and land transportation of xnuition.

Such

flatracks would offer the alternative of ship discharge in the breakbulk mode
or, if

discharged intact, could be transported inland where J

could be

unloaded without the aid of special container handling unstuffing equipment.

*Design

with fold down corner posts would afford versatility for stacking.
b. A potential problem area which needs to be considered is the
availability of container chasis.

For example, DOD is getting 4,000 sea

containers associated with the SL-7 containership purchase and conversion
7.4'.

program but only 800 chasis.
A

.

It is reasonable to assune that, at least in the

ear.y stages of a conflict, container handlirr equipment will be in short
supply.

To insure mobility of arriving containers and evacuation of unstuffed

containers, DOD planners should establish a high ratio of chalis to containers
,K

during the initial deployment to insure rapid delivery to supported units and
evacuation of unstuffed containers and to prevent port conjestion.
c.

An area for Army consideration is the requirement for temorary office

and covered storage space.

Significant progress has been made by the Marine

i.- 4

-**
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.

*

.z>
*

J*

Corps in the design and develop ent of .modular office and support and storage
facilities complete with appropriate electrical hookups, windows, and other
ventilation features.
d.

Ln a LOTS environment, the retrograde of containers may be extremely

difficult or impractical.

Therefore, the feasibility of inexpensive

disposable containers should be investigated.
e. Consider establishment of a large DOD "superfund" to allocate toward
or encourage those service projects or initiatives which demonstrate service

d.

commitment and/or promise big payoffs in terms of container moverrent and
handling preparedness.
f.

To insure the availability of types and amounts of containers which do

not enjoy conanercial popularity, DOD should investigate the desirability of
subsidizing commercial firms as an inducement for their procurement of the
containers needed by the military with the guarantee of availability for
military use when required.

and,
inted to stL- late discus ion
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are
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a
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acti/Cons to
]mot.4fuly e oit the oprtunities o/ered by con inerizat/iof.
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Chapter VII
CONLUSION

' 't~~~~*7e
.4- Asenvironment,
c---d.'bh ,~.f ait efed4
;,d
In the current strategic

i

2

to national survival.

A

o,

e/F

:Wee
force is crucial

Lgistics becomes increasingly important and it must be

a primary consideration in the overall capability of the nation to protect its
worldwide interests.

A vital element of the armed forces logistics prepared-

ness is its ability to fully exploit the container revolution to its potential.
From the foregoing discussion, however, it is apparent that, while containerization has been revolutionizing the commercial transportation industry, the
Department of Defense has noc fully kept pace.

This fact is particularly

evident in a scenario which requires major unit deployments, non-self
sustaining containership discharge, and the inland movement of containers
without benefit of fixed marine terminal facilities.
The review of DOD and service policies .andaccomplishments to date leads
to the conclusion that central direction and control have been lacking.Xn
-.
I vf4
addition t. less than desirable service interaction and coordination 4 In
*'

_J-eA

spite of the fact that the services are not yet prepared to conduct sustained
large scale container operations in an "over-the-shore" scenario,

,Ae Joint

Inter-modal Steering Group has been reduced to once a year meetings on the

premise that the services know what each should do and are fully committed to
that end.

Based on interviews conducted duriNg this study, that simply does

not appear to be the case.
'

:..:

Nor does it appear that sufficient service

priority and resources are being allocated

to

resolve these problems in the

near term.
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and recormendations presented in Chapters 5 and 6 regarding

pDiscussion

selected issues and innovations are provided to assist DOD in the resolution
of proolem areas identified.

Responsive actions am-.o

art f 99D now to

fully incorporate the tremendous potential offered by containerization will
serve to alleviate the awesome challenges of .obilization and sustainment of
our forces.
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